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OF LITHIUM WITH FUSION REACTOR MATERIALS

by
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ABSTRACT

The thermodynamic aspects of nonmetallic element, i.e., oxygen,

nitrogen, and carbon, interactions have been analyzed for certain

refractory metal-lithium systems of interest for controlled thermo-

nuclear reactor applications. The results provide a basis for further

experimental work that is required to establish the operating limitations

of potential containment materials for . '.thium under controlled thermo-

nuclear reactor conditions. The refractory metals niobium, vanadium, and

molybdenum are considered as base metals for containment of lithium, and

titanium, zirconium, and chromium are of interest as potential alloying

elements.

The nonmetallic element interactions between the refractory metals

and lithium are analyzed in terms of the equilibrium distribution co-

efficients and the nonmetallic elements concentrations in lithium sufficient

for compound, i.e., oxide, nitride, or carbide, formation to occur. The

types of interactions, vis., embrittlement, compound formation, reduction

in strength, or lithium penetration of the refractory metals, that trill

probably have the greatest effect on the corrosion rates and mechanical

properties of niobium, vanadium, and molybdenum in a lithium environment

are discussed. Additional compatibility effects produced by alloying

these refractory metals with either zirconium, titanium, or chromium are

discussed. The importance of a capability to monitor and control carbon

and nitrogen at low concentrations in lithium is emphasized, as is the

need to establish the levels at which these impurities can be maintained

in a large lithium system.
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INTRODUCTION

Liquid lithium has been proposed as the tritium breeder blanket and possibly

as the primary coolant in current controlled thermonuclear reactor (CTR) concepts.

Compatibility problems associated with the containment of lithium under the

severe conditions produced in an operating CTR pose a serious question ns to

the viability of those design concepts. In addition to high-temperature com-

patibility with liquid lithium, the containment material must maintain its

structural integrity for long times at high temperature while simultaneously

exposed to large temperature gradients, extensive thermal cycling, and intense

irradiation. On the basis of available materials-property data, niobium-,

vanadium-, and molybdenum-base alloys are believed to be the most promising

materials for CTP. applications above 500°C. The present analysis on the com-

patibility of refractory metal-lithium systems will provide insight into the

type of experimental program that is required to provide designers with

necessary information.

Although considerable effort has been expended in other programs on the

2—20

compatibility of alkali metals with refractory metals, the operating liaitations

of potential containment materials for lithium have not been edequately es-

tablished. Substantial evidence has been accumulated which indicates that

the refractory metals (groups 53 and 6B of tht Periodic Table) arc highly rt-

sistant to corrosion by alkali metals in the absence of the nonraetaliic im-

purities oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon; however, the presence of these impurities

in either the refractory metal or the alkali metal can drastically affect the
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2—20compatibility. For example, niobium that contains >200 pps oxygen

is rapidly penetrated by lithium above 60G*C, whereas niobiun containing

<100 ppa orygen is highly resistant to attack by lithium undsr similar

2-7
conditions. Also, corrosion rates of vanadium vere ̂ 100 times

greater at 600*C in sodium that contained 5-15 ppin oxygen than those in

sodium that contained <1 ppn oxygen. ' As a result, much of the

expeiiscntal data on corrosion of refractory isetals by lithiutt is useful

only as a guideline, ranee, in nost cases, ths material* vere not adequately

characterized with respect to nonsetallic impurities present. In the

systems of interest for CfR applications, only the effect of oxygen on

the compatibility of niobium with lithium has been investigated extensively.

the extent to which oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon interact in the

refractory metal-lithiua systems can be assessed by examining the

partitioning of the nonr.etal3.ic elements. When the nonsetallic decent

concentrations in both refractory metal and lithiua are below saturation,

i.e., single phase, the partitioning of these dements can be represented

by the equilibrium distribution coefficient, which is the ratio of the

impurity element concentration in the metal to that la lithium. From

a knowledge of the distribution coefficients and the initial concen-

trations of nonr.etallic eleaents in both metal and lithiun, one can

assess the tendency of nonmetallic element transfer, i.e., metal to

lithium or lithium to octal. One can then evaluate the types of

nonssetallic decent interactions that are lively to occur in each

metal-lithium system. For example, the severe grain-boundary pene-

tration phenomenon, which has been observed after exposure of some

metals to lithium, occurs in systems with distribution coefficients

2—7much less than unity. Reduced strength of the refractory metal
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as a result of loss of interstitial elements to lithium may also be

important in systems with distribution coefficients much less than

21-24unity. Conversely, eabrittlecent of the wall material as a

result of nonmetallic element transfer from lr'rhiua to the metal may

be important in systems with distribution coefficients substantially

greater than unity. Jf a sufficient amount of the impurity element

is present in the lithium, enough impurity may be transferred to

saturate the surface of the container material and then form a

compound, i.e., oxide, nitride, or carbide, on the surface.

Substantially different corrosion kinetics and mechanical properties of

the materials are expected when compound foi.nation occurs.

The present investigation is an analysis of the therciodynamic aspects

of the nomsetallic element (oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon) interactions

in certain refractory metal-lithium systems of intsrest for CTR

applications. The refractory mctala niobium, vanadium, and molybdenum

are considered as base metals for containment of lithium. Titaniun,

sirconium, and chromium are of interest as potential alloying elements.

The equilibrium distribution coefficients for oxygen, nitrogen, and

carbon between the six metals and lithium are calculated as a function

of temperature from available thermodynanic data for the binary tr.etal-

impurity, e.g., niobium-oxygen, etc., and lithium-impurity systems.

The impurity concentrations in lithium above which oxides, nitrides, or

carbides of the refractory metal will form are calculated from the

distribution coefficients and the saturation concentrations of the

nonmetallic elements in the refractory metals. From these sets of information
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one can deduce which effects are expected at temperatures and non-

metallic element concentrations of interest. Additional compatibility

problems produced by temperature gradients in the system and by alloying

of the wall materials also become apparent. The ranges of impurity levels

which should be investigated are indicated, as is the effort required

for monitoring and control of impurity concentrations in lithium that is

necessary to assure maintenance of the desired impurity levels in large

CTR systems.

PARTITIONING OF NONMETALLIC ELEMENTS

Limited experimental data are available on the partitioning of oxygen,

nitrogen, and carbon in the refractory metal-lithium wysteizs of interest;

however, one can calculate the distribution coefficients from baeic

thermodynamic data for the binary systems, vis., solubility of the

impurity in the metals and lithium, and free energies of formation of

the most stable compounds formed by the impurity with the metals and

lithium. These data are used in the well-known Nerast equation. As

a first-order calculation, one assumes that the metals and lithium are

mutually insoluble and that dilute solutions' of the nonmetallic elements

in the metals and lithium obey Henry's law. The distribution coefficient

K may be represented by

Ki t .
exp 55 (1)

where Ciu and C* are the concentrations (wt %) of the nonmetallic elements
-W ±Li

in the metals and lithium, respectively, the superscript on the C's represent

the saturation concentrations, and AF* and AF* are the free energies of
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formati.on of the stable compounds of the nonraetallic elements with lithium

and the metals, respectively. Solubility and free energy of formation data

25derived from the literature were used to calculate the distribution

coefficients for the refractory metal-lithium systems of interest.

'^rThe calculated distribution coefficients for oxygen, nitrogen and carbon

are plotted as a function of temperature in Figs. 1-3, respectively.

The nonmetallic-element concentrations in lithium that are required for

compound formation can be calculated from the distribution coefficients

and the saturation concentrations of the noiiinetallic elements in the

metals. This nonmetallic-element concentration in lithium, C1 is given

by

ln %± "
 ln % ~ l n Kw

where C° is the saturation concentration in the metal of interest, and

K is the distribution coefficient for the system of interest.

Results of the calculation indicate that the oxides of all six refractory

metals are unstable in liquid lithium below 1000°C. The calculated results

for the nitrides and carbides are plotted as a function of temperature

in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. Also indicated in the two figures are

the minimum nonmetallic element concentrations in lithium attainable by

cold trapping, i.e., solubility concentration of impurity element in

lithium at the melting temperature (180°C). A reference carbon activity

-3
of 10 with respect to graphite is included in Fig. 5. This activity

of carbon is typical of the level measured in a large sodium system,

vis., EBR-II that utilizes Type 304 stainless steel for containment.
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DISCUSSION

The various types of nonmetallic element interactions in refractory

metal-lithium systems can be analyzed in terms of the equilibrium

distribution coefficients and also the noncatallic element concentrations iu

lithium sufficient for compound formation of the refractory metals.

The interactions of interest are those that, have a pronounced

effect on the compatibility of the refractory metal in lithium and/or

those which may affect the mechanical integrity of the refractory metal

under service conditions. Two detrimental effects that can occur in

refractory metal-alkali metal systems with low distribution coefficients

are (1) reduction of mechanical strength of the refractory metals as

a result of loss of interstitial elements to the liquid metal and,

(2) the "weeping" or catastrophic graia-boundary penetration of refractory

metals that contain critical amounts of nonmetallic impurities.

. The yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and fatigue life

of some refractory metals and alloys are enhanced by the presence of sub-

stantial amounts of interstitial elements. Niobium in particular is

strengthened by the addition of several hundred parts-per-aillion oxygen.

* y
The loss of nonmetalic elements from structural materials to alkali metals /

3—5has been observed in several cases, e.g., oxygen fro*: vanadium to lithiumk

13 17 18oxygen from vanadium to low oxygen sodium, "*''» and carbon from ferritic

29
steels to sodium.

A severe "waeping" or grain-boundary penetration problem has teen

observed under certain conditions in some metal-lithium systems with

low distribution coefficients. ' The prime example of this effect is

the lithium penetration of niobium that contains significant quantities,
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>200 ppm, of oxygen. Rapid penetration, i.e., ̂ 0.5 mm in less than 1 hr

at temperatures above 600°C, occurs when the oxygen concentration in

2-7
niobium is above a threshold level. This effect has also been

observed in niobium-zirconium alloys at a higher threshold level

for oxygen as well as in the tantalum-oxygen-lithium and the

stairless steel-carbon-lithium systems.

Two major effects that are mere likely to occur in refractory

metal-lithium systems with large distribution coefficients are (1)

embrittlement of the refractory metal as a result of increased inter-

stitial element concentration, and (2) compound, i.e., oxide, nitride,

or carbide, formation on the refractory metal. Since iu.'.metallic

elements Influence the ductile-brittle transition temperature in many

metals, ~ transfer of significant quantities of these impurities to the

refractory metals may have substantial effects on the mechanical integrity

of the metals. This effect on ductility is particularly critical when

thermal cycling and cyclic stresses are considered. Embrittlement of

vanadium as a result of oxygen transfer from sodium is an example of

this phenomenon in a system with a relatively large distribution co-

efficient (̂ 10 ). For some metal-lithium systems with large distribution

coefficients, sufficient nonmetallic element may be transferred from the lithium

to saturate the surface of the metal and to form a compound; i.e., oxide,

nitride, or carbide, on the surface. This type of interaction, which has

been observed experimentally in the vanadium-oxygen-sodium system,

can greatly affect the compatibility as well as the mechanical properties

of the structural material. In some cases the compound is nonadherent,

thus spalling off and leading to greatly enhanced corrosion rates. For

example, the corrosion rates of vanadium at 600°C are ̂ 100 times greater
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in sodium that contains 5-15 ppm oxygen than in sodium that contains

14 15<1 ppm oxygen. ' Vanadium oxide is formed at the higher oxygen levels

in sodium. It is possible that the surface compound is adherent and

may even improve the compatibility. However, since the mechanical properties

of these compounds are typically much different than those of the metals,

the fatigue life of these metals with compound surface layers is likely

to be drastically reduced under both thermal and mechanical cyclic

stresses.

The effects lust described are analyzed below in terms of the

calc iated results for oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon with niobium,

vanadium, and molybdenum and some of their alloys of interest.

Niobium and Niobium-zirconium Alloys

The results in Fig. 1 indicate that the distribution coefficient for

the niobium-oxygen-lithium system is much less than unity; therefore,

the direction of oxygen transfer is expected to be from niobium to lithium

under most conditions. Lithium penetration, which occurs in some refractory

metal-alkali metal systems with low distribution coefficients, has been

2-7
experimentally observed in the niobium-oxygen-lithium system.

The threshold level for penetration is 'vlOO ppm

3-6
oxygen in niobium. Alloying additions of zirconium to niobium

substantially raise the threshold oxygen concertration for catastrophic

penetration by lithium. It has been fairly well demonstrated that

niobium and niobium-zirconium alloys can be obtained in large quantities

with sufficient purity to avoid the penetration problem. Strengthening
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of niobium by additions of oxygen will not be useful because of the

penetration problem and the tendency for oxygen transfer.

The distribution coefficient for the zirconium-oxygen-lithium

system is *v2 in the temperature range of interest. Therefore, major

compatibility or mechanical-properties effects are not likely for niobium

alloys with small amounts of zirconium. It may be important, however,

to investigate oxygen interactions in niobium alloys with several percent

zirconium since the distribution coefficient is greater than unity ,

and since a substantial amount of zirconium can be. formed from niobium

by transmutation- eactions. Significant e££ec£-s on the mechanical

properties of niobium alloys with high concentrations of zirconium may

be encountered as a result of increased oxygen in the alloy.

From Fig. 2, one can sea that the distribution coefficient for che

niobium-nitrogen-lithium system is considerably greater than unity

3 5
M O to 10 at 1100 to 500°C), Therefore, nitrogen concentrations in

lithium must be maintained at quite Iov7 levels to prevent transfer of

nitrogen to niobium. Although limited data are available on the

erabrittlement of niobium by nitrogen in solution, large effects

25
are not expected, since the solubility is relatively low. The

results in Fig. 4 indicate that nitrogen concentrations in lithium

must be maintained at levels of ̂ Q.I to 0.C01 ppsi to prevent formation

of niobium nitride at temperatures of 500 to 1000°C; As indicated in

Fig. 4, cold-trapping cannot be used to attain these low levels. The

low nitrogen concentrations that are necessary to avoid nitride formation

on niobium appear to be attainable by hot trapping lithium with zirconium

or titanium. The rather strong temperature dependence of the niobium
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nitride curve indicates that transfer of nitrogen from the niobium at

high tenperaLures to niobium at lower temperatures may also be critical.

Since nitrogen concentrations in lithium of the order of 10 ppm

nust be maintained to avoid formation of zirconium nitride, alloying

of niobium with zirconium will lead to internal nitriding of the

zirconium unless the nitrogen concentration in lithium is extremely low.

Additional internal nitriding would be expected as a result of the

transmutation effects in niobium. The effect of internal nitriding on

the mechanical properties of niobium-zirconium alloys should be investigated,

and a capability for maintaining low nitrogen concentrations in large

lithium systems must be demonstrated.

The potential compatibility problems indicated by the distribution

coefficients for carbon in the niobium-lithium and niobium-zirconium-

lithium systems (Fig. 3) are similar to those • described for nitrogen.

Significant embrittlement of niobium has not been observed; ~ probably

because of the low solubility limit. The stabilities of the carbides

with respect to the carbon concentration in lithium are indicated in

Fig. 5. Niobium carbide is the most stable carbide of those considered.

—3 —8
It is stable in lithium containing carbon concentrations cf ̂ 10 to 10 ppm

for temperatures of 500-1000°C. These levels are far below the minimum

carbon concentration attainable by cold-trapping, and purification

of lithium to satisfactory levels by hot trapping is also questionable

because of the high stability of niobium carbide. Carbides of the common

hot-trap materials, i.e., zirconium and titanium, are less stable than

niobium carbide. The effects of carbon on niobium-zirconium alloys

should not differ substantially from those on unalloyed niobium, since the
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stabilities of niobium carbide and zirconium carbide do not differ

greatly. The corrosion kinetics of niobium and niobium-zirconium alloys

should be investigated under carburizing conditions. Subsequent effects

on the mechanical properties of these materials should also be determined.

Techniques for controlling and monitoring carbon concentrations in lithium

at levels much below 1 ppm must be developed before meaningful compatibility

testing can be conducted.
i

Vanadium and Vanadium-chromium-titanium Alloys

The distribution coefficients for oxygen in the vanadium-lithium

system are much less than unity (Fig. 1). As a result, oxygen will

tend to transfer from vanadium to lithium under practical conditions.

A limited amount of data indicates that oxygen transfer in this direction

3-5
does occur. The lithium penetration problem, which has been observed

in other refractory metal-lithium systems, has not been observed under

3-5
the limited conditions investigated. This effect should be more

thoroughly investigated, particularly in weld regions where oxygen

contamination may be encountered. Because of the loss of oxygen from

vanadium to lithium, structural design of components should be based on

mechanical-property data for low-oxygen vanadium. Since the distribution

coefficient for oxygen between chromium and lithium is exceedingly small,

oxygen effects en vanadium-chromium alloys should not differ significantly

from those for unalloyed vanadium. Titanium additions to vanadium should

tend to stabilize the oxygen; however, since titanium oxide (6 - Ti.Oj) is

unstable in lithium, internal oxidation of vanadium-titanium alloys in

contact with lithium is not predicted.
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The results in Figs. 2 and 4 indicate that nitrogen transfer is

likely to be from lithium to vanadium; therefore, embrittlement of

vanadium by nitrogen and nitride formation are of primary concern.

Although vanadiuu nitride is stable in lithium that is purified only

by cold trapping, it is substantially less stable than niobium nitride.

It appears feasible that a satisfactory level of nitrogen in lithium

can be attained by hot trapping with niobium, zirconium, or titanium.

Further work on controlling and monitoring nitrogen concentrations in

lithium is required to demonstrate satisfactory compatibility

behavior of vanadium in lithium. Since chromium nitride is less stable

than vanadium nitride, alloying additions of chromium to vanadium should

prove beneficial in reducing the tendency for nitride formation. Titanium

additions to vanadium should probably be minimized to avoid extensive

internal nitriding of the titanium.

The results in Figs. 3 and 5 indicate that the effects of carbon on

vanadium-lithium compatibility are similar to those discussed for

nitrogen. Low carbon concentrations (<1 ppra) in lithium are required

to avoid carbide formation. The high stabilities of the carbides of

niobium, titanium, and zirconium indicate that these metals may be use-

ful for hot trapping carbon from lithium to satisfactory levels. As in

the case for. nitrogen, chromium additions to vanadium should reduce the

tendency for carbide formation and Internal carburization of any titanium

is likely. Therefore, moderate concentrations of chromium (15-20%) and

minimal concentrations of titanium (<1%) in vanadium appear desirable

for improved compatibility with lithium.
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Molybdenum and Molybdenua-zirconium-titanium Alloys

Results of the calculations indicate that the distribution coefficients

for oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon between molybdenum and lithium are

all much less than unity and that molybdenum oxide and molybdenum nitride

are unstable in lithium. Molybdenum carbide is stable in lithium that

contains more than t>10 -10 ppm carbon at 1000 and 500°C, respectively.

These results indicate that cold trapping cannot be used to control the

carbon concentration in lithiua at sufficiently low levels to avoid

formation of molybdenum carbide at the higher temperatures. However,

both oxygen and nitrogen v.'.ll tend to transfer fros molybdenum to lithium

under most conditions. The interaction of• .rost • concern for the molybdenum-

lithium system is the potential weeping or penetration problem. This effect has

not been reported for molybdenum under the limited conditions investigated; '

however, additional testing at weld regions of molybdenum is recommended. Any

contamination during welding may enhance the tendency for penetration.

On the basis of compatibility with lithium, molybdenum is probably the'

most attractive of the three base metals. The usefulness of molybdenum

for CTR applications is limited more by fabrication difficulties and low

21-24ductility of the material. Small alloying additions of titanium or

zirconium to molybdenum should stal llize the oxygen, similar to the

case for zirconium in niobium. Since the nitrides and carbides of

both titanium and zirconium ars highly stable, alloying additions of

either of these metals will probably cause internal nitriding and car-

bur izat ion. Therefore, concentrations of either of these metals in

molybdenum should be kept low, i.e., a few percent, to maintain the

desirable compatibility properties of molybdenum.
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SUMMARY

The major compatibility problems in refractory metal-alkali metal

systems arc attributed to nonmetallic element interactions. In the

present Investigation, the thercodyp.uinic aspects of ncnsetallic element,

i.e., oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon, interactions have been analyzed for

certain refractory metal-lithium systems cf interest for CTR applications.

The results of this analysis provide a basis for development of an

experimental program that will establish the operating limitations of

potential containment material?; for lithium under CTR conditions. The

refractory meta?s niobium, vanadium, and molybdenum are considered as

base metals for containment of lithium, and citanium, zirconium, and

chromium are of interest as potential alloying elements.

The types of nomnetallic element interactions that occur in

refractory metax-lithium systems have been related to the magnitude

of the equilibrium distribution coefficient for the three nonmetallic

elements. Embrittlement of the refractory metals by interstitial

impurities and compound (oxide, nitride, or carbide) formation

are important effects that are likely to occur in systems with

large distribution coefficients. Lithium penr'.ration, primarily at

grain boundaries, and decrease of mechanical strength attributable to

loss of interstitial elements are important effects that can occur in

systems with low distribution coefficients.

Nonmetallic element interactions are not believed to be the major

limitation for the use of molybdenum in CTRs as a containment material

for lithium. However, the results of the present analysis indicate
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that both nitrogen and carbon concentrations in lithium must be main-

tained at extremely low levels to avoid deleterious effects on both

niobium and vanadium alloys. In g e n eral, available conpatibility

data on materials in lithium have been obtained in closed-system

experiments, i.e., capsules or snail loops, in which the nonmetallic

element impurity levels were established by the initial concentrations

in the materials. Problems encountered in the purification of large

lithium systems or effects produced by the increased nontr.etallic •

element concentrations from leakage are not evident from these types

of tffs. The large discrepancy (several orders of magnitude) in

13—20reported corrosion data for vanadium alloys in sodium is a prime

example that emphasizes the importance of conducting experiments under well-

characterized conditions. The large differences in reported corrosion rates for

vanadium in sodium have now been attributed pricarily to difficulties in

characterizing the oxygen concentrations in sodium at the levels of interest for

large LMFBRs. It is highly important to establish the :-=nges of oxygen, nitrogen,

and carbon concentrations that can be maintained in large lithium systems and

then to conduct the compatibility experiments at the appropriate impurity

levels.
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the equilibrium distribution coefficients for
carbon between selected refractory Betels and lithium.
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the nitrogen concentrations in lithium at
which selected refractory metal nitrides are stable.
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the carbon concentrations in lithium at which
selected refractory metal carbides are stable.


